
ACTIVITY: Red Light, Green Light 
SKILLS: Dribbling | Coordination and Agility 

VIDEO: Watch it! 

DESCRIPTION 
Build players’ muscle memory by pairing quick stops with 
explosive speed. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

• 4 cones 

• 1 ball per player 

SETUP 

• Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, 
recommended size: 20 x 20 yards. 

• Every player has a ball. 

• Tell players to pretend to be their favorite cartoon car 
like Lightning McQueen or Cruz Ramirez. They have 
to speed around the track but follow the rules 
whenever you yell out a traffic signal color: 

o RED LIGHT means they must stop and put one 
foot on top of the ball. 

o GREEN LIGHT means dribble fast. 

o YELLOW LIGHT means dribble slowly. 

• Release players to begin dribbling and call out the 3 
lights to ensure they understand the correct action. 

• To help it stick, model the action the first few times. 

• Once players understand, you can add more colors and assign new actions, such as: 

o Hop over your ball. | Hide behind the ball. | Dance behind the ball. 

• Anytime you add a new color, use it multiple times, make sure you demonstrate and have players follow 
to ensure they understand. 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

• The ball might be too far from their feet when they hear RED LIGHT. Encourage them to stop the ball 
anyway, even if it takes a few extra steps. 

COACHING TIPS 

• Limit the total number of colors to 6 to avoid confusion. And for next time, make sure to remember what 
action you assigned each color. The kids will remember, so make sure you do, too.  

MAKE IT HARDER 

• Once players are comfortable with red, green and yellow, try combinations like “triple GREEN LIGHT” or 
call out “GREEN, RED, GREEN, RED” super fast. This really encourages them to explode and stop 
quickly with the ball. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

• Removing the ball makes it easier, while still helping them develop their coordination and agility. 

CHANGE IT UP 
Not “Cars” fans? Instead of colors, use animals to represent speed, like a cheetah for green and turtle for red. 
And introduce new moves with relevant animals. Think: Bunny rabbit for hopping over the ball. 
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